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Abstract—In recent years, surface acoustic wave (SAW) 
devices have demonstrated great potentials and increasing 
applications in the manipulation of nano- and micro-
particles including biological cells with the advantages of 
label-free, high sensitivity and accuracy. In this letter, we 
introduce a novel tilted-angle SAW devices to optimise the 
acoustic pressure inside a microchannel for cancer-cell 
manipulation. The SAW generation and acoustic radiation 
force are improved by seamlessly patterning electrodes in 
the space surrounding the microchannel. Comparisons 
between this novel SAW device and a conventional device 
show a 32% enhanced separation efficiency while the input 
power, manufacturing cost and fabrication effort remain the 
same. Effective separation of HeLa cancer cells from 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells is demonstrated. This 
novel SAW device has the advantages in minimizing device 
power consumption, lowering component footprint and 
increasing device density.   
 
Index Terms—Surface acoustic wave (SAW), cancer cells, 
acoustofluidics, acoustic separation. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
COUSTOFLUIDIC devices are essential tools for label-
free and contactless manipulations of biological samples 
for point-of-care and fast disease diagnostics[1]. These devices 
using either bulk acoustic waves (BAWs) or surface acoustic 
waves (SAWs) produce an acoustic pressure gradient and 
streaming within a fluid, thus achieving the capability of 
actuating micro-/nano-particles inside. BAW-based separation 
devices usually employ the microchannel to be part of the 
system, whose operation relies on not only the acoustic 
transducer but also the property of the microchannel material[2]. 
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Surface acoustic wave (SAW) based acoustofluidic devices are 
compact and easy to fabricate for high-frequency applications 
(MHz – GHz). They are versatile and less-dependent on the 
acoustic property of the microchannel when compared to those 
made using BAWs. SAW acoustofluidic devices are usually 
fabricated by patterning interdigital transducers (IDTs) on a 
piezoelectric substrate bonded with a microchannel. When a 
pair of IDTs with the same parameters are in use to generate 
counter-propagating SAWs, standing SAW (SSAW) is 
produced exhibiting minimum pressure area (pressure node, PN) 
and maximum pressure area (pressure antinode, AN) along the 
propagation. High-throughput manipulation of biological 
samples has been achieved in conventional tilted-angle (CTA) 
SSAW devices as shown in Fig. 1a, which presents an inclined 
angle between the SSAW propagation and the flow direction in 
the microchannel. CTA devices have been successfully applied 
for manipulation of biological micro- and nano-particles such 
as circulating tumour cells (CTCs)[3], bacteria[4], 
inflammatory cells[5] and extracellular vesicles [6, 7].  
SSAW has the ability to remotely manipulate micro- and 
nano-objects with high spatial and temporal precisions via the 
acoustic radiation force 𝑭rad. A faster deflection of 
microparticles can be achieved by increasing the 𝑭rad resulting 
in a high-throughput processing of samples.  This has been 
realised by enhancing acoustic energy density[3, 8, 9]. For 
instance, the improvement of the efficiency in a SAW-based 
microcirculatory system has been achieved by an optimal 
microchannel structure[10]. An enhanced efficiency in acoustic 
particles focusing has been achieved by decreasing the 
thickness of the microfluidic device[11]. Focused[12] and 
unidirectional[13] IDTs achieved high accuracy and high-
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throughput separation of micro- and nano-particles. A flow 
divider in a microchannel streamlined with a glass-SAW device 
offered effective CTC sorting from the whole blood of prostate 
cancer patients with a considerably high throughput [3]. In 
addition, a high sample flow rate of up to 500 µl/min was 
achieved for microparticle separation by applying a novel 
sheathless microchannel[9]. When the mechanical properties of 
the micro-objects are given, i.e., their size, density and 
compressibility, further increase of the 𝑭rad is desired to speed 
up the manipulation process. This can be enhanced by 
optimising the acoustofluidic device parameters including 
increasing the acoustic pressure and the SAW frequency[14].      
In this work, we developed a novel filled tilted-angle (FTA, 
Fig. 1b) SAW device for enhancing the acoustic pressure by 
patterning additional IDTs to fully fill the device space adjacent 
to the microchannel. The separation efficiency of the FTA 
device was investigated and compared with the CTA device. 
Separation of HeLa cancer cells from peripheral blood 
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) is successfully demonstrated at 
lower device input powers.  This FTA has its unique advantages 
as an acoustofluidic device for saving the device’s footprint and 
increasing the acoustic energy density to achieve a better 
manipulation performance.  
II. DEVICE DESIGN AND FABRICATION 
 In the CTA device (Fig. 1a), a series of PN lines are formed 
in the SSAW field with an inclination angle θ to the liquid flow 
direction. The CTA device generally exhibits two zones without 
patterned electrodes (blue triangles in Fig. 1a), where no active 
SAW is generated. Our FTA device as shown in Fig. 1b 
redesigns the IDT pattern through extending the busbars of the 
electrodes towards the microchannel and patterning additional 
finger electrodes to occupy these zones resulting in stronger 
active SAW generation. The acoustic pressure 𝑝  of the device 
is accordingly increased since the device working area between 
the two IDTs is reduced, as the consequence of the adding 
electrodes, which is described by[15]:  
𝑝
0
= 𝛼𝑃𝑖𝑛𝜌s𝑐s/𝐴w,                               (1) 
where 𝛼, 𝑃𝑖𝑛 , 𝜌s, 𝑐s, and 𝐴w are the power conversion factor, 
input power, density of the piezoelectric substrate, phase 
velocity of SAW, and working area, respectively. The increased 
𝑝
0
 enhances the 𝑭rad exerted on microparticles[16]. In addition, 
microparticles are also impeded by the Stokes drag force, 𝑭drag, 
in the fluid as the inset shown in Fig. 1c[16]. The net force 
deflects the microparticles towards either the PNs or the ANs 
according to their acoustic contrast factors.  
For comparative purposes, both the CTA and FTA devices 
were developed using similar parameters (θ=15°) except the 
FTA employed 24 additional finger electrodes to follow 
through the microchannel. The inclination angle θ relates to the 
samples separation distance, which was set to an optimal value 
i.e. θ=15°  referring to the numerical simulation give in  [15]. 
The working areas of the FTA and the CTA devices were 40 
mm2 and 70 mm2, respectively. The 43% reduction in the 
working area realised by the added electrodes offers ~32% 
higher acoustic pressure in the FTA device (Eq.1) with the same 
input power. Fig. 1d shows an illustration of the FTA device, 
which is bonded with a microchannel made by 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Two sheath flows were used to 
focus and position the sample to enter the PN lines. The FTA 
has a major technical breakthrough incorporating the SAW 
device with microfluidics for optimising cancer cell separation. 
The entire FTA finger electrodes are seamlessly following 
through the wall of the microchannel in order to generate more 
effective SAW actuation while reducing the attenuation caused 
by the PDMS and piezoelectric substrate. A microfluidic-
centered SAW device design for the enhanced separation of 
cancer cells is demonstrated on the FTA device. Moreover, 
since the FTA device employs a smaller working area (Eq. 1), 
to produce the same acoustic pressure requires a smaller input 
power resulting in reduced joule heat. 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Comparisons of the FTA and CTA Devices 
Numerical simulation was firstly applied to investigate the 
acoustic pressure on cross-sections inside the microchannel at 
five positions for both the FTA and CTA devices (Fig. 2a). The 
acoustic pressure exhibits a similar symmetric pattern at the 
mid-point (Position 5) of both devices (Figs. 2c & 2d). The 
added finger electrodes evenly follow the microchannel in the 
FTA device and provide equal amplitudes of the counter-
propagating SAWs into the microchannel, thus the acoustic 
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Fig. 1.  The models of (a) the conventional tilted-angle (CTA) device
and (b) the filled tilted-angle (FTA) device. The interdigital transducer 
(IDT) on the FTA device has additional electrodes to fill the blue triangle 
zones of the CTA. (c) The schematic illustration of the FTA separation. 
(d) The photo of the FTA device. 
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Fig. 2.  (a) Five positions with the interval of 100 μm are chosen for the 
numerical study of the acoustic pressure in the  CTA and FTA devices. 
(b) The maximum acoustic pressure of the five positions. (c) and (d) the 
acoustic pressure distribution of the five positions in the two devices. 
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field, i.e., Positions 1 to 4 (Fig. 2d), while the CTA patterns vary 
at different positions (Fig. 2c). Moreover, the FTA offers a 
notably larger acoustic pressure at most positions given the 
same input power (Fig. 2b). The CTA’s pressure is decreased 
from Position 1 to 4 and achieves the minimum at the mid-point 
(Position 5), where both the IDTs apart from the microchannel 
resulting in the largest attenuation. While the FTA’s acoustic 
pressure slightly varies along the microchannel which allows 
more controllable manipulation of microparticles. At the entry 
Position 1 (Fig. 2c) where the gap between the microchannel 
and the lateral IDT varies the most, the acoustic pressure in the 
CTA shows a distorted pattern while the FTA (Fig. 2d) shows 
a periodic pattern, attributed to the added fingers. Details of 
modelling and numerical simulation in COMSOL Multiphysics 
with thermoviscous module can be found in SI. 
The reflection coefficients (Fig. 3a), S11, of both the CTA and 
FTA devices were measured using a vector network analyzer. 
The FTA device shows a better Q factor allowing a higher 
energy conversion. The working frequencies of the FTA and 
CTA devices are 19.5 MHz and 19.6 MHz, respectively. A 
small difference may be caused by the capacitance and 
inductance introduced by the added electrodes. A suspension 
with 15-µm polystyrene microspheres was used to evaluate the 
separation efficiency, 𝑊 , of both the devices using 𝑊 =
(𝑐  𝑉 )/(𝑐  𝑉 + 𝑐  𝑉 ) . Herein, 𝑐 is the microsphere 
concentration and 𝑉 is the volume of the collection from outlets. 
The subscript number indicates the outlet (Fig. 1c). The 
microspheres were suspended in a PBS and glycerol mixture 
(780:176, v/v) at a concentration of 2×106/ml. The flow rates of 
the three inlets were set to allow all the microspheres to flow 
into Outlet 2 before applying SAW, which were 10 μl/min, 5 
μl/min and 5 μl/min, respectively. The separation results are 
shown in Figs. 3b. The CTA device achieves 80% and 100% 
separations at 0.85 W and 1.05 W, respectively, which is in a 
good agreement with the previous studies using the CTA 
structure[15, 17]. The FTA shows a notably increased 
separation efficiency than that of the CTA in the power range. 
For instance, ~7% separation efficiency is achieved in the FTA 
device comparing with that of ~1% in the CTA at the input 
power of 0.25 W. The FTA achieves ~91% nearly doubling to 
the CTA device at the same input power of 0.65 W. Fig. 3c 
shows the microscopic images of the CTA and FTA devices 
under different input powers, where the deflection of the 
microspheres at the outlets are captured. Altogether, the results 
show that the FTA device can achieve the same separation 
efficiency of 80% requiring only ~57% of the CTA input power, 
which can reduce heat generation in the device minimizing the 
safety risk to biological samples and the device itself.  
B. Applying the FTA Device in Manipulation of Cancer Cells 
 The FTA device has a great potential to improve the 
manipulation of cancer cells owing to its larger acoustic 
pressure created by the novel IDT structure. Commercially-
sourced HeLa cells and PBMCs supplied by Cardiff University 
Biobank were prepared for the separation test. As the separation 
results shown in Fig. 4a, in general, the FTA device exhibits a 
higher separation efficiency on HeLa cells due to their larger, 
denser but less compressible yielding faster deflection than 
those of PBMCs[15, 18, 19]. The separation efficiencies for the 
HeLa cells and PBMCs are ~90% and ~25%, respectively, at 
the input power of 4.5 W, which allows a good separation HeLa 
from PBMCs while maintaining a similar cell viability of 90% 
as the  CTA device[17]. The microscopic image displaying the 
cell separation at 4 W is shown in Fig. 4b, where the HeLa cells 
are effectively actuated and migrated to Outlet 1, whereas most 
PBMCs are stayed in Outlet 2. The effective manipulation of 
cells with an FTA device can also be applied to cell washing 
and patterning, blood component separation, and bacteria 
manipulation.  
IV. CONCLUSION 
In this letter, a novel FTA device was developed and 
compared with the CTA in terms of the separation efficiency. 
The FTA device only required a minor modification to the 
conventional design, i.e., adding 24 more finger electrodes to 
reduce the working area, without extra fabrication process and 
cost. The acoustic pressure was increased controllably and in a 
good agreement with the numerical results.  A 43% reduction 
of the working area was achieved, which offered a significant 
reduction in the input power to achieve the same separation 
efficiency. A successful separation of HeLa cells from PBMCs 
was demonstrated in the FTA device. The novel device 
structure of the FTA had advantages in lowering energy 













Fig. 4. (a) Separation efficiency of Hela cells and PBMCs under different 
input powers. (b) Microscopic image of the FTA separation at the input 























Fig. 3. (a) S11  of the CTA and FTA devices. (b) Separation efficiency
against the input power of the two devices. (c) The microscopic image 
of the FTA separation at different input powers. 
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